


To mark the occasion of the 2022 World Football Cup, and to celebrate 
the close ties shared between Ireland and Italy in the finals of past 
tournaments, the Italian Institute of Culture in Dublin, together 
with the support of the Embassy of Italy to Ireland, is bringing an 
exhibition to Cork and Dublin which will showcase original material 
covering the 1990, 1994 and 2002 World Cups.
These three tournaments are firmly imprinted in the minds of Italian 
and Irish fans alike for similar and sometimes contrasting reasons. 
Bitter disappointments, albeit with remarkable results, were met by 
the Italian national team; whilst the Irish team saw great results and 
new-found soaring public affection.
The aim of the “Chasing the ball - A display of football stickers 
featuring Ireland and Italy at the World Cup 1990-2002” exhibition is to 
give visitors the chance to feel as if they actually attended the matches 
themselves and get to grips with the great World Cup players, most 
especially the tournament played in Italy, the first in which Ireland 
reached the knockout stages. In the 1990 tournament, as well as the 
following one held in 1994 in the United States, the two national teams 
faced each other in games that resulted in moments of great football 
and passion that delighted both nations’ supporters.
This tribute to Ireland and Italy’s football culture is part of an event-
filled programme being organised by the Italian Institute of Culture 
and the Embassy of Italy to Ireland over the next two years; 2024 being 
when we will celebrate the latter’s 70th anniversary in Dublin.
I therefore hope that all football and Italy enthusiasts will enjoy this 
exhibition and exciting leap back into the past, as a way of celebrating 
the excellent relations our two countries have always enjoyed, and are 
bound to enjoy for a long time to come.
I am sure these ties will become even stronger in the future.

Ruggero Corrias
Ambassador of Italy to Ireland
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Ireland and Italy: two countries – one an island, the other 
a peninsula – that have put their stamp on European 
literature with their writers. Brendan Behan’s passion and 
Cesare Pavese’s ties to his roots could perhaps even be 
swapped without becoming any less authentic or genuine. 
An intensity and sense of belonging that characterise 
the Irish as much as the Italians in many respects, and 
certainly football is no exception. 
The Chasing the Ball exhibition, promoted and financed 
by the Italian Cultural Institute in Dublin and curated 
by FMAV - Museo della Figurina, showcases this shared 
sporting passion through the passion for trading cards; 
items which are inextricably linked with the world of 
football.
The items on display have been loaned from the Gianni 
Bellini collection, with Bellini widely considered to be 
the world’s leading collector of football trading cards 
and stickers. As a collector, he has attracted the attention 
of major international sports publications, including 
“L’Equipe” and the football magazine “FourFourTwo”, in addition to TV networks 
like CBS, CNN and the History Channel.

The exhibition incorporates the three World Cup tournaments in which Ireland 
qualified, played against and crossed paths with Italy, and the multiple stories 
that in turn, branch off into further stories. Twelve years that were so dense with 
events that the footballers’ faces imprinted on the cards are mirrors of a changing 
world. 

In 1990, Italy played in the World Cup finals for the twelfth time: it did so as 
host country, hoping to bag their second home soil win. The Irish team, on the 
other hand, were making their début... there were no great expectations other 
than a desire to make a good impression and reciprocate the country’s growing 
confidence in itself.
Four years later: USA ‘94, the first World Cup in which the desire to promote the 
passion for football combined with marketing laws. It was the occasion of the 

Like tiles in a mosaic

Ireland-Italy rematch, a game played in 
an iconic American Football stadium, in 
an even more iconic city – New York – 
that was home to large Irish and Italian 
immigrant populations. 
Korea/Japan 2002 was a World Cup of 
many firsts. Heralded since the early 
1990s, when several football greats chose 
to end their careers in the J-League, it 
was the edition that finally marked Asia’s 
emergence onto the football world stage. A World Cup punctuated 
by unexpected results, that led to a final that was anything but 
surprising. Ireland and Italy trod parallel paths and suffered the same fate.

Some 80 albums are on display; these cover the three World Cup tournaments 
and comprise hundreds of trading cards arranged almost like tiles in a mosaic. 
Those faces printed on the small rectangular stickers have assumed different 
values over time. But the on-pitch meeting between Ireland and Italy is a 
fascinating crossroads that goes beyond these tournaments. The encounters 
turned into personal bonds, the players went on to represent more than football, 
and we would be doing those two men an injustice to refer to them merely as 
managers.



1 Pat BONNER Celtic Glasgow

2 Chris MORRIS Celtic Glasgow

3 Stephen STAUNTON Liverpool

4 Mick McCARTHY Olympique Lione

5 Kevin MORAN Sporting Gijón

6 Ronnie WHELAN Liverpool

7 Paul McGRATH Aston Villa

8 Ray HOUGHTON Liverpool

9 John ALDRIDGE Real Sociedad

10 Tony CASCARINO Aston Villa

11 Kevin SHEEDY Everton

12 David O’LEARY Arsenal

13 Andy TOWNSEND Norwich City

14 Chris HUGHTON West Ham United

15 Bernie SLAVEN Middlesbrough

16 John SHERIDAN Sheffield Wednesday

17 Niall QUINN Arsenal

18 Frank STAPLETON Blackburn Rovers

19 David KELLY Leicester City

20 John BYRNE Le Havre

21 Alan McLOUGHLIN Swindon Town

22 Gerry PEYTON Bournemouth

H.C. Jack CHARLTON

The 1990 World Cup is significant from a historical and geopolitical point of view 
due to changes on the world stage; Czechoslovakia, West Germany, Yugoslavia and 
the Soviet Union were all participating nations that, for various historical-political 
reasons, would soon cease to exist or change beyond recognition.

Ireland and Italy seemed to be heading in different directions. Nevertheless, not 
only did their paths cross, but they were also destined to remain united in their 
memory of the World Cup.

World Soccer Championship ’90 
Navarrete, Peru





The 1994 World Cup was the last to feature just 24 teams, with an announcement 
being made that the next one would see 32 national sides take part.

Four years after meeting in Rome, Ireland and Italy found themselves in the same 
group at the World Cup. They were joined by Mexico and Norway.
While Ireland remained under the shrewd, expert leadership of Jack Charlton – 
who also had excellent players who stood much better chance than those he had 
brought to the previous World Cup – Italy were led by Arrigo Sacchi: the former AC 
Milan strategist, who prioritised organisation, tactical awareness, celebrated team-
work over individual brilliance and was unquestionably qualified.

1 Pat BONNER Celtic Glasgow

2 Denis IRWIN Manchester United

3 Terry PHELAN Manchester City

4 Kevin MORAN Blackburn Rovers

5 Paul McGRATH Aston Villa

6 Roy KEANE Manchester United

7 Andy TOWNSEND Aston Villa

8 Ray HOUGHTON Aston Villa

9 John ALDRIDGE Tranmere Rovers

10 John SHERIDAN Bolton Wanderers

11 Stephen STAUNTON Liverpool

12 Gary KELLY Leeds United

13 Alan KERNAGHAN Bolton Wanderers

14 Phil BABB Coventry City

15 Tommy COYNE Motherwell

16 Tony CASCARINO Chelsea

17 Eddie McGOLDRICK Arsenal

18 Ronnie WHELAN Liverpool

19 Alan McLOUGHLIN Portsmouth

20 David KELLY Wolverhampton Wanderers

21 Jason McATEER Bolton Wanderers

22 Alan KELLY Sheffield United

H.C. Jack CHARLTON

Album del Mundial USA 94 
McKay, Chile





The 2002 World Cup was the first to be held in Asia and more significantly, the first 
to be simultaneously hosted in two countries.
The competition, which was held in South Korea and Japan, was also notable for 
three other reasons: it was the last World Cup in which the defending champions 
automatically qualified, the last with the golden goal rule in effect, and the first in 
which teams could call up 23 players.

Ireland and Italy came to the World Cup with different ambitions, but both were 
capable of achieving a good result.

1 Shay GIVEN Newcastle United

2 Steve FINNAN Fulham

3 Ian HARTE Leeds United

4 Kenny CUNNINGHAM Wimbledon

5 Stephen STAUNTON Aston Villa

6 Roy KEANE Manchester United

7 Jason McATEER Sunderland

8 Matt HOLLAND Ipswich Town

9 Damien DUFF Blackburn Rovers

10 Robbie KEANE Leeds United

11 Kevin KILBANE Sunderland

12 Mark KINSELLA Charlton Athletic

13 David CONNOLLY Wimbledon

14 Gary BREEN Coventry City

15 Richard DUNNE Manchester City

16 Dean KIELY Charlton Athletic

17 Niall QUINN Sunderland

18 Gary KELLY Leeds United

19 Clinton MORRISON Crystal Palace

20 Andy O’BRIAN Newcastle United

21 Steven REID Coventry City

22 Lee CARSLEY Sheffield United

23 Alan KELLY Blackburn Rovers

H.C. Mick McCARTHY

Ireland 2002 
Merlin-Topps, England



Futbol Mundial 90
Unknown publisher, Mexico

Campeonato Mundial Futbol 2002
Reyauca, Venezuelao

The Saint ‘n’ Greavsie All Star 1989
Topps, England

Campionato 1963-64
Lampo, Italy

From 1986 to 2013. In this period, just over a quarter of a century, the bench of the 
Irish national team was graced by two of the most extraordinary and charismat-
ic coaches in world football: Jack Charlton and Giovanni Trapattoni. Together, the 
two of them were in charge for more than half of those twenty-seven years, and 
each left their own mark and memories.
The former is a rare example of an Englishman beloved by the Irish people; their 

warm and unconditional affection for him 
is very moving. Trapattoni remains some-
thing of legend in international football.



Liam Brady and Marco Tardelli crossed paths not once or twice, but three times in their 
careers. The first time was in the summer of 1980. Serie A had reopened its borders to 
foreign players. Each club was allowed just one and Juventus chose to bring in a play-
maker whose career had flourished at Arsenal.
Then, the Dubliner was joined by Tardelli at Inter Milan, when both were seen as ap-
proaching the end of their careers.
Their third encounter was probably the most surprising and charming. In 2008, the 
Football Association of Ireland named Giovanni Trapattoni head coach of the Irish na-
tional team. He recruited Tardelli as his second-in-command and Brady as an assistant.

Fussball 79
Americana München, Germany

Soccer 1988
Daily Mirror, England

Il grande calcio. Le figurine del
campionato 1986-87
Vallardi, Italy

Footballers 1977-78
Topps, England

Among the most beloved and important Irish and Italian footballers of the 
last thirty years are two players with very different personalities and styles 
of play, whose careers, while far apart, are equally as fascinating.
Roberto Baggio and Roy Keane were two players who gained fans from all 
over the world, regardless of the jersey they wore.

F.A. Premier League 06
Merlin-Topps, England

Il grande calcio. Le figurine del
 campionato 1986-87
Vallardi, Italy

Ireland 2002
Merlin-Topps, England

Calcio 1990-91
Junior Stickers, Italy



Gol mondiali, 2022 
Indian ink on paper



The Museo della Figurina (Trading Card and Stickers Museum) was entrusted with cu-
rating this exhibition that was born out of the collecting passion of Giuseppe Panini, the 
co-founder of the eponymous company – established in 1961 – along with his brothers 
Benito, Franco Cosimo and Umberto. Over the years, the small colour prints, cards and 
stickers he collected have gone on to form this extraordinary collection, which was donat-
ed to the Municipality of Modena in 1992 and is now part of Fondazione Modena Arti Visive. 
Alongside the trading cards, initially printed for advertising purposes from the mid-19th cen-
tury onwards, the collection comprises materials that are similar in terms of printing tech-
nique and function: small antique prints, matchboxes, letter seals, banknotes, menus, small 
calendars, albums – either published by companies to collect card series or created by the 
collectors themselves, according to their individual taste and imagination – and much more.
The Museum, with its unique quantity and quality of exhibits, aims to preserve and cat-
alogue all the materials in its possession according to specific criteria and in compliance 
with international standards, thus becoming a benchmark for academics and researchers 
in this specific field.
This vast archive of more than 500,000 items, is testament to the myriad of themes and 
subjects depicted on trading cards. 

THE GIANNI BELLINI COLLECTION

Gianni Bellini was born in San Felice sul Panaro (Modena) and has been col-
lecting trading cards since he was a child. During the 1980s, his passion turned 
into a fully-fledged second job, involving a lot of study and research. He began 
to collect material from all over the world, first by placing advertisements in 
international football magazines and then tapping into the web’s potential and 
in turn, creating a vast network of correspondents in every single continent.
The collection currently consists of more than 4,000 albums from all over the 
world, complete with around 2,500,000 stickers and cards, which fully encom-
pass the entire history of football.
He is considered to be the world’s leading collector of football cards and stickers.

COLLETTIVO FX

Simone Ferrarini (aka Collettivo FX) is a street artist whose current specialism 
lies in creating murals predominantly in public spaces. However, he began his 
career as a graphic designer by sketching football action and goals in 1992 for 
Italian daily newspaper "Il Resto del Carlino".
Goal sketches were widely used in major Italian sports magazines and news-
papers until the 1990s, as a way of giving fans a glimpse of the action at a 
time when pay TV and the web were not yet widespread. Now that images are 
readily attainable, goal sketches are no longer used for reporting purposes, but 
rather to help fans understand; its function having changed over time. One sin-
gle image can condense and capture an entire move that would only be partly 
comprehensible on video; furthermore, drawings boast a higher evocative 
potential, in turn, making the goal-scoring moment more iconic.

MO’ BETTER FOOTBALL

A Modena-based cultural collective, established in 2021, that serves to connect 
various creative expressions linked by a common thread: football. Through the 
use of narratives, visual arts and events, the collective strives and aims to com-
municate the expressive values of football by means of its stories, whilst also 
using the sport as a tool to address important cultural and social issues.
A vision that conveys the narrative and evocative value of football by creating 
interactions and giving the sport a wider meaning.




